
Errata

Bernaudin F, Verlhac S, Chevret S, et al. G6PD deficiency, absence of �-thalassemia and
hemolytic rate at baseline are significant independent risk factors for abnormally high cerebral
velocities in patients with sickle cell anemia. Blood. 2008;112(10):4314-4317.

On page 4315 in the November 15, 2008, issue, in the sixth
paragraph of “Results and discussion,” the third sentence contains a
minor error that could result in a misinterpretation. The word “less”
should have been “more” in the sentence, “Indeed, the trend toward
less severe anemia (7.64 vs 7.97 g/dL) in SCA patients with G6PD

deficiency (SCA/G6PD) was not significant (P � .19) in our
study.” The correct sentence should have read: “Indeed, the trend
toward more severe anemia (7.64 vs 7.97 g/dL) in SCA patients
with G6PD deficiency (SCA/G6PD) was not significant (P � .19)
in our study.”

Amir AL, D’Orsogna LJ, Roelen DL, et al. Allo-HLA reactivity of virus-specific memory T cells is
common. Blood. 2010;115(15):3146-3157.

On pages 3149 and 3150 of the April 15, 2010, issue, several of the
authors’ proof corrections were not included in the final publica-
tion. The dotblots in Figures 1 and 2 were published in error.
During the correction of proofs, dotblots for Figure 2 were replaced

in error by those supplied to replace those in Figure 1. The dotblots
supplied to replace those originally supplied for Figure 1 erroneously
replaced the correct dotblots for Figure 2. The errors were corrected in
the online version, which now differs from the print version.

Aurora AB, Biyashev D, Mirochnik Y, et al. NF-�B balances vascular regression and
angiogenesis via chromatin remodeling and NFAT displacement. Blood. 2010;116(3):475-484.

On page 475 of the July 22, 2010, issue, the first name of the first
author is misspelled. The correct name is Arin B. Aurora. The

errors were corrected in the online version, which now differs from
the print version.

Skolnick BE, Mathews DR, Khutoryansky NM, Pusateri AE, Carr ME. Exploratory study on the
reversal of warfarin with rFVIIa in healthy subjects. Blood. 2010;116(5):693-701.

On pages 697, 698, and 699 in the August 5, 2010, issue, in Figures
2-4, incorrect units (�/kg) were used in the symbol key for the

rFVIIa treatment groups. The correct unit is �g/kg.
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